
Automatic Replenishment
Whether working with inventory in stores or 
warehouses, we calculate projected orders 
and deliveries at a location/day/item-level up 
to months ahead. Our calculations, based on 
accurate day-level forecasts and safety stock 
projections for each location and item, result in 
optimized stock levels based on the priority or role 
of each SKU.

Demand Forecasting
Outstanding computational power, intelligent 
algorithms and machine learning automate 
the calculation of accurate demand forecasts, 
accounting for lost sales, seasonality, promotions, 
trends and even weather. Set up exception 
alerts and deploy predictive analytics to identify 
challenges and recommend the best courses of 
action. 

Promotions & Markdowns
Produce accurate forecasts for each store or sales 
channel and automatically manage stock before, 
during and after using analytics to keep a close 
eye on performance.

Allocation &  
In-Season Management
Optimize your inventory throughout the season 
from accurate initial allocation, through efficient, 
automated in-season replenishment, to optimized 
final allocation leveraging prepacks, size profiles 
and store-level stock strategies and constraints.

Inventory Planning
Forecast future orders, incoming and 
outgoing shipments and inventory levels at an 
item-location level up to months ahead with 
exceptional transparency, so future bottle necks 
can be addressed before they occur.

Fresh Optimization
When working with fresh food, it is crucial to 
have accurate forecasts and optimal safety 
stock parameters that consider spoiling time to 
minimize waste and maximize sales.

Optimize your retail operations 
with our Living Retail Platform
RELEX helps retailers improve their competitiveness through 
integrated planning solutions that deliver fast ROI and measurable 
results. Bring us your toughest challenge. We’ll help you solve it.

Transforming retail operations for
250+ global customers 

relexsolutions.com



Risk-Free Results

30%
Reduction in 

inventory

85%
Reduction in  
out-of-stocks

40%
Reduction  

in fresh spoilage

50%
Less time 

placing orders

99+%
On-shelf availability 

achieved

When you are ready to transform your 
retail operations, contact us. 

relexsolutions.com

Why RELEX? 
Ask our customers



RELEX’s Living Retail Platform delivers pragmatic AI-driven planning 
solutions across all retail functions and at retail scale. We build strong, 
enduring, award-winning partnerships with our customers. We’ll even 
introduce you to any customer for an open and independent review of 
our solutions and results. 

Why RELEX?  
Ask our customers

PetSmart is the leading specialty pet retailer in 
North America, with more than 1,650 stores.

Dirk Rossmann GmbH is a German drugstore 
chain with 3,700 stores across Germany and  

Eastern Europe.

Bünting is a major presence across Northwest 
Germany, running 225 supermarkets with 

14,000 employees.

AutoZone is the largest retailer and leading distributor of 
automotive replacement parts and accessories in North 

America, with over 6,000 stores.

Jim Persinger, SVP Merchandise Planning and Allocation

Mitch Major, SVP Supply Chain

RELEX is the right tool to help us reach 
our goals around forecast accuracy, 

availability and better serve the needs of 
our pet parents. ”“

Our partnership with RELEX will assist us 
in heightening our inventory visibility and 

improving our ability to forecast, replenish 
and enhance our customer experience. ”“

7.3%
Reduction in
out-of-stocks

10%
Reduction in
out-of-stocks

25%
Cut in overstocking

of promotional 
products

23.9%
Reduction in

waste

When you are ready to transform 
your retail operations, contact us. 

relexsolutions.com


